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Abstract

A hand-held guide 50 for manually positioning a workpiece 58 between the anvil rib 25 and tool 9 of a hot die stamping press. A groove completed by interchangeable cover plates 60, 70, 70' attached at one end of the guide conforms to a cross-sectional dimension common to similar workpieces and, with a force fit, retentively holds each of the workpieces.

3 Claims, 8 Drawing Figures
HOLDING FIXTURE FOR A HOT STAMPING PRESS

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

The invention described herein was made by an employee of the United States government and may be manufactured and used by or for the Government for governmental purposes without the payment of any royalties thereon or therefor.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The invention relates to a workpiece support device and, more particularly, to hand maneuvered tool guides for hot die printing.

BACKGROUND ART

Hot die printing is a technique for embossing a workpiece of metal or plastic in a stamping press with a print medium such as leaf foil or carbon black. The workpiece may be either a discrete element such as a plastic identification tag, or a section of a continuous element, such as a length of metal tubing. Usually, a line of type is held by an electrically heated type holder attached to the ram or head of the stamping press. The workpiece, e.g., a laminated plastic identification card presented to the stamping press operator for validation, is positioned on an anvil under the line of type while the print medium is arranged between the line of type and the workpiece. The ram is then lowered, causing the hot line of type to press the print medium against the workpiece. After a short interval, the ram is raised, the embossed workpiece is removed, the print medium advanced, and the technique repeated with another

Precision and operator safety are two competing requirements in hot die printing. Precision is required because the location to be embossed on the workpiece is often only a few square millimeters in area; if the workpiece is improperly positioned under the ram the line of type may extend over the edge of the workpiece and make an incomplete impression or overlap into an adjacent location and obliterate a previous impression. Either result is unacceptable, particularly where the attempted impression is sought for identifying the workpiece or the bearer of the workpiece. Efforts for consistent precision in hot die printing usually mean that the stamping press operator manipulates the workpiece while the location to be embossed is approximately aligned in the confined space between the anvil and the ram. For small workpieces, this necessarily exposes the operator to the hazard of touching the hot (200°F to 600°F) print holder, a manifestly undesirable risk to personnel safety.

One exemplar of the type of stamping press used in the prior art is disclosed in Kingsley, U.S. Pat. No. 2,725,817. A fixture attached to a base plate holds a continuous length of workpiece material such as wire rod or tubing in position under the ram of the press. A guide aligns a segment from a roll of print medium between the workpiece and the ram. The fixture has a central channel containing an anvil tailored to the cross-sectional dimension of the workpiece. A central rib runs the length of the anvil. Roller bars disposed above cross channels at either end of the central restraint movement of the material.

Another exemplar is disclosed in the Kingsley U.S. Pat. No. 3,135,198. The stamping press described uses a fixture for holding a continuous length of plastic tape under a heated ram. The guide has a central channel holding a fixture which also contains a central channel. The central channel of the fixture has a width equal to that of the soft material and is partially filled with a cushion.

The chief disadvantage of the workpiece guides and fixtures used in the prior art stamping presses is their unsuitability for accurately positioning discrete workpiece items under the ram. Consequently, hot die stamping press operators are forced to use small tweezers or pliers to align the workpiece, a step that is both time consuming and hazardous. Efforts to use a prior art workpiece guide such as that disclosed in the Crafts, et al. U.S. Pat. No. 131,152, for hot die printing would be fruitless because that style of guide relies upon manual placement of a tool to position the workpiece.

STATEMENT OF INVENTION

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to provide a workpiece guide for a stamping press.

It is a second object to provide a guide for accurately positioning a workpiece in a stamping press.

It is another object to provide a guide for affording a stamping press operator a margin of safety while positioning a workpiece.

It is yet another object to provide a simple guide for positioning a workpiece.

It is still another object to provide a simple guide easily adaptable to a variety of workpiece shapes.

Briefly, these and other objects are achieved with a unitary, manually positionable bar with a distal or terminal end suitable for abutting against the anvil of a stamping press and fitted at that end with one of several exchangeable cover plates. One side of the plate defines a groove or channel, either in conjunction with or independently of the distal end of the bar, that conforms to a cross-sectional shape common to a particular class of discrete workpieces. Alternatively, both ends of the bar may be fitted with different plates, each defining a groove or channel conforming to the cross-sectional shape common to different classes of discrete workpieces.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

A more complete appreciation of this invention, and many of the attendant advantages thereof, will be readily achieved as the same becomes better understood by reference to the following detailed description when considered in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in which like references designate the same or similar components, and wherein:

FIG. 1 is a side view of a prior art hot die stamping press.

FIG. 2A is an exploded axonometric projection of one embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 2B is an axonometric view of a prior art workpiece.

FIGS. 3A and 3B are front and side views, respectively, of an alternative embodiment of a cover plate.

FIG. 3C is a top view of one style of prior art workpiece.

FIG. 4 is an exploded axonometric view of another embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 5 is an isometric view of an alternative view of a cover plate.
The interchangeable anvil bars 24 are secured in place by thumb screws 40, accessible from the front side of the base block 21.

The structure hereinbefore described may be considered as conventional.

FIG. 2A shows a hand-held guide suitable for positioning a workpiece upon supporting rib 25 of the stamping press of FIG. 1. The guide includes a handle 50 terminating in a distal end 51 having a four sided rectangular slot 54 machined into the terminal portion thereof. A cover plate 60 is rigidly fitted to the top surface of the distal end. The under surface of cover plate 60, in conjunction with the four contiguous sides 54, 55, 56 of the machined slot, define a groove or channel with dimensions selected to accommodate a force fit of a flat, rectangular workpiece 58 having a length and a thickness approximately equal to length and depth, respectively, of slot 54. In practice, cover plate 60 is firmly secured to the top surface 57 of distal end 51 by threaded fasteners 61. Workpiece 58 is gently force fit into the resulting groove formed by the union of cover plate 60 and the top surface of distal end 51. By manually grasping handle 50, the stamping press operator may manually place the abutment surface against the intersection formed by the right anvil bar 29 and rib 25 of the stamping press of FIG. 1. Assuming an equality of dimensions between the exposed height of rib 25 and the unmachined distal face 59, the bottom surface of the workpiece will be firmly held upon rib 25, aligned directly under the line of type 9 held by die holder 7 of the stamping press. After checking to assure that print medium 18 is between the line of type 9 and workpiece 58, the operator pulls handset 5, causing the hot line of type 9 to press print medium 18 against workpiece 58, thereby embossing the workpiece with whatever characters are represented by line of type 9. Recess 53 merely accommodates a safety shield 37 that descends as ram 7 is lowered to prevent an operator from touching the hot die holder. A guide 41 attached to ram 7 draws print medium 18 downward and across rib 25 and right anvil bar 29 as the ram is lowered.

An alternative type of workpiece 58, such as a plastic identification tag similar to workpiece 58, but having a stem 77, is shown in FIG. 2B. A passage 80 may be provided in the rear side 55 of the groove of distal end 51 to accommodate the stem 77 thereby allowing guide 50 to hold and position workpiece 88 between the anvil and die of the stamping press. Naturally, the lengths of workpieces 58, 88 exceeds the width of the sides 56 of the machined slot while the widths of those workpieces approximately equals or slightly exceeds the width of side 55.

The cover plate 70 of FIGS. 3A and 3B is designed to position a strap or oblong style of workpiece, such as the cable tie 58" shown in FIG. 3C. Flanges 72 and 74 of cover plate 70 form a "C-shape" channel 73 that fits snugly around the edges of the top surface 57 of distal end 51. The cover plate may be firmly attached to the top surface by threaded fasteners, such as screws. A web 76 between a third flange 78 and flange 74 defines a second "C-shape" channel approximately equal in width to the width of strap 58" so that after a force fit, strap 58" is retentively held in the channel. Ideally, the widths of web 76 and strap 58" are equal to or slightly greater than the width of rib 25 in the press in order that flanges 74, 78 embrace either side of rib 25, thereby accurately positioning strap 58" upon the rib. The depth of both
flanges 74, 78 is preferably greater than the thickness of strap 58".

Although cover plate 70 will extend beyond the extremity 51 of the guide, particularly when attached to the guides 50 shown in FIGS. 2A and in 4 where a different type of cover plate 60 is shown. When attached across the extremity of the guide cover plate 70 to form a groove or C-shape channel parallel to the abutment surface 52, 59 of the extremity 51. The cover plate could easily be attached to either side or a top surface of extremity 51 in order to position workpiece 58" lengthwise into the stamping press. Cover plate 70 may be attached to guide 50 at one extremity 51 with a slot 54, 55, 56 in the manner shown in either of FIGS. 2A or 4, or to an extremity 51 without a slot. Additionally, when used in the manner described on a guide with a slot to position an elongated workpiece such as cable tie 58", cover plate 70, having a flat surface opposite channels 73, 76, may be reversed, reattached, and used in conjunction with the groove 54, 55, 56, either with channel 76 extending into clearance 53 or beyond distal end 51, to position workpieces such as 58" or 58". Alternatively, if flange 74 of cover plate 70 is machined so as to have two sections parallel and equal in length to flanges 78, the result will be cover plate 70' of FIG. 5, which may be attached to the guide with top surface 57 adjoining web 73 and used in the same manner as cover plate 70, albeit without the necessity of removal, reversal and reattachment, to position workpieces of the rectangular shape such as 58, 58" or the elongated shape 58". The necessity for removing, reversing and reattaching cover plate 70' is avoided because the flange sections 74, 76 do not obstruct the opening to the workpiece receiving slot.

The alternative embodiment of the distal end of a guide 50 illustrated in FIG. 4 is designed to hold a large workpiece such as the laminated plastic identification card 58". Cover plate 60' thereof has a flange 72 which fits against the inward side 59 of the distal end 51. If the depth of the groove, that is, height of sides 55, 56, is equal to or slightly less than the thickness of workpiece 58", then a force fitting will allow the workpiece to be retentively held by guide 50.

It is apparent from the foregoing that the guide disclosed allows a hot die stamping press operator to accurately, quickly, and safely position a workpiece between the anvil and die without the risk of a misplaced impression or of personal injury. Although the guide is discussed in conjunction with a hot die stamping press holding a line of type, the guide could also be used with a press holding almost any type of tool pressed against an anvil, such as, for example, a center punch. Additionally, the guide is disclosed as holding flat, rectangular workpieces such as plastic identification tags. The guide may be used with workpieces of any stampable material such as metal, acetate, mylar, cardboard, or foil. The workpieces should have uniform cross-sectional dimensions between different pieces, however the workpieces may be irregularly shaped, either identically or differently, with a single uniform cross-section insertable into the groove of distal end 51. Similarly, although the cross-sections of the slots are shown as substantially rectangular, they may have any shape conforming to that of the workpieces. Either the sides of the slot or the adjoining surface of the cover plate may be machined or molded to an irregular shape conforming to that of a class of workpieces. The embodiments discussed shown only one end adapted to hold a workpiece; bar 50 however, may be machined to display a groove and cover plate at both ends, perhaps in order to accommodate two or more different types of workpieces. Finally, the guide may be made from any material, alloy or composition, either metallic, organic or inorganic.

I claim:

1. A fixture for holding a flat, stiff workpiece for contact with a stamp head, comprising:

a unitary member having a generally elongate shape providing a hand graspable section (50) and a planar, distal terminal section (51);

a narrow and elongate slot (54) formed in said planar, distal terminal section having a bottom surface, a rear surface, and at least one side wall said slot being open to the end and top surfaces of said terminal section; and

an elongate cover (60) having a flat underside detachably secured to said top surface of said terminal section and forming with said bottom surface, rear surface and said side wall of said slot a continuous force-fit receptacle for a terminal segment of a flat workpiece having a thickness substantially equal to the separation between said underside of said cover and said bottom wall of said slot.

2. The fixture of claim 1 wherein said unitary member includes a recessed portion (53) intermediate of said hand graspable section and said terminal section.

3. The fixture of claim 1 wherein said rear surface of said slot has a passage (80) formed therethrough.
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